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ASTHMA FACTS

77
PEOPLE DIE  FROM

ASTHMA EACH YEAR

NZ $1.018
BILLION EVERY YEAR

A S T H M A  C O S T

NZ
HAS THE SECOND HIGHEST
MORTALITY RATE AMONG

5-35 YEARS OLDS IN
DEVELOPED WORLD

586,000
SCHOOL DAYS EACH YEAR

C H I L D R E N  M I S S

521,000
KIWI'S TAKE MEDICATION

FOR ASTHMA

1 in 7
CHILDREN HAVE

MEDICATED ASTHMA
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O U R  M I S S I O N

O U R  V I S I O N

HELPING NEW ZEALAND BREATHE EASY
 

Kia māmā ake ai te hā

50% Reduction in Asthma & COPD
Hospitalisation by 2029



Letter from
the president of the

board
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As we close out the first year of operation as Asthma New Zealand, I am pleased to report that it has
been one of achievement, stability and consolidation. Our new organisation commenced operations
on the 1st April 2018 as after due diligence and negotiations two former organisations merged. As
President, I have been impressed with the commitment shown by the Board to ensure we adopted
sound governance principles and laid the foundations for a successful organisation.
 
The Auckland Asthma Society, established in 1970 and Asthma New Zealand 1997 were the results
of a pioneering group who held the strong conviction that people with Asthma/COPD could be
provided relief, if not cured. 
 
Much had changed over the subsequent 49 years. Research led to the advent of new treatments and
revolutionised life for people with Asthma/COPD. We needed to adapt and innovate if we were to
maintain this positive trajectory in outcomes. Our new national organisation represents the coming
together of two great organisations, which is better resourced to tackle the current and emerging
needs of New Zealanders with Asthma/COPD, their carer’s and treating health professionals.
 
As a new, united organisation we have several goals in our sights that will guide our focus.  We will;

Continue the ambition of our founders to improve the lives of New Zealand’s for whom breathing
can be challenging, frightening, and life threatening. 
Close the gap between what we know and what we do to ensure people with Asthma/COPD can
lead full, active and productive lives. 
Lead the design, delivery, and integration of care in the community. 
Take a systematic approach to ensure people’s needs are addressed effectively and sustainably. 

 
Over the last year we have built a strong foundation for Asthma New Zealand and we look forward
to delivering on our plans and reporting progress next year.
 
Development of a Strategic Plan for the 2019/2020 was an early priority in this transition. This and
the new organisational structure have resulted in resources being allocated more efficiently, giving
reduced overheads, allowing increased investment to design and pilot, improved and new approaches
to Asthma/COPD care in New Zealand. We have also made significant inroads in terms of auditing
and consolidating existing programs and initiatives.
 



HELPING NEW ZEALAND
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Our focus remains on improving New Zealanders capabilities to help people with Asthma/COPD to
breathe easy, expanding on our well-established programs and relationships to influence policy and
practice. We recognise that we need to look further – beyond those who already know and value
Asthma New Zealand’s work. Several initiatives in new and existing programs are being developed
to ensure our work remains relevant, accurate and impactful.
 
I know there are always challenges for employees during mergers and I acknowledge the team’s
patience and understanding as our new organisation was formed. I also acknowledge the
enthusiasm and commitment of our Chief Executive Katheren Leitner for her support of the Board in
its first year. Her leadership and advocacy skills are invaluable, as well as her overall commitment to
the mission and values of Asthma New Zealand. I would like to thank our dedicated staff who have
continued to maintain the high standard of professionalism, expertise and practicality for which
Asthma New Zealand is renowned.
Solid financial progress does not happen without hard work from our team and ongoing support from
our many partners and stakeholders.
 
Finally, I would like to thank my fellow directors for their hard work and for creating a boardroom that
is both stimulating and supportive. There is still much to do if we are to remain a responsive
organisation that help New Zealanders with Asthma/COPD breathe easy. We look forward to
guiding Asthma New Zealand to pursue this mission as a united team over the next twelve months.
 
 
 
 
 
Robert Muir
President
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Asthma NZ has been educating, training and supporting those with Asthma and COPD (Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease) for 48 years.  We have worked incredibly hard to improve the
freedom of life for those living with these chronic diseases.  And with all that said we still have so
much more work to do to turn the tide on Aotearoa’s grim asthma statistics.
  
Last year we set an ambitious mission, it is amazing how specificity clears the mind and narrows the
focus.  We knew when communicating this we would not achieve it on our own.  Many reading this
will know of the history between Asthma NZ (formally Asthma Auckland) and The Asthma and
Respiratory Foundation NZ.  On the 6th of November 2018, the two leading asthma charities
announced that they are working together to help the fight against asthma and COPD.  We have
since co-hosted an Asthma and COPD Symposium in Auckland and look forward to hosting another
later in the year.  Working together just makes sense.
 
Collaboration has been talked about a lot in the Not for Profit sector, Asthma NZ know that it
[collaboration] will be essential if we are to achieve the mission we so strongly believe is possible by
2029.  We are excited to be collaborating with Turuki Healthcare, delivering an exciting asthma
education initiative called Breathe Easy Tamariki.  For many years our Asthma NZ Rotorua team
were located away from key providers in respiratory care.  
 
At the start of 2019 we had a wonderful opportunity to co-locate with Korowai Aroha.  Turuki
Healthcare and Korowai Aroha provide exceptional care and support to some of our most
vulnerable communities, working alongside them is a privilege and we know much progress will
come as a result. 
 
 We are incredibly fortunate to reside in a beautiful big villa in Auckland, for years we have moved
around with excess space so when an opportunity presented to have Allergy NZ co-locate it was an
easy decision.  The synergies between the two societies presents wonderful opportunities for us to
provide greater support to the many whose allergies trigger asthma exacerbations.
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Perhaps one of the greatest strengths of Asthma NZ is the depth of knowledge that sits with our
Asthma Educators.  Collectively we have over 100 year’s wisdom, this cannot be under-stated. 
Time and again we hear from patients who have had their lives transformed because of the
education, training and support provided by one of our Nurse Educators.  It is a real privilege to
have the team we do and it is a priority to ensure we capture their knowledge in a way that allows
more people access to better self-manage their health.  
 
To all of our funders that enable us to deliver our services free of charge to those who need it, we
are grateful.  Every time we receive your confirmation of a funding request you answer the
questions; are we needed, are we making a difference.  Thank you, you provide more than money
and for this we have a huge amount of gratitude. 
 
It would be remiss of me to close without acknowledging the selfless nature in which the Asthma
NZ board commit their time, energy and knowledge to ensure the society delivers on its purpose. 
Governing in the not-for-profit sector is perhaps one of the least acknowledged.  Without the
commitment of the Asthma NZ Board it is likely that the society would not be in the position it is
in today.  I would like to express an enormous amount of gratitude on behalf of all that are
impacted by Asthma NZ in some way, shape or form.  Thank you for what you do.
 
We are excited about the opportunities which sit before us.  Our mission has inspired focus,
determination and drive.  A New Zealand with 50% less hospitalisations due to asthma and COPD
will be a great one for many reasons.  
 
 
 
 
 
Katheren Leitner
Chief Executive

 
 

Nothing else matters when you can’t breathe.

Nothing else matters
when you can’t breathe



HOW  WE  MADE  A   
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1,261
VISITS TO FAMILIES BY

ASTHMA NURSE
EDUCATORS

 

1,270
STUDENTS WITH ASTHMA

WERE ASSISTED AT
SCHOOL

51
LUNG FUNCTION TESTS

 

PERFORMED
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 DIFFERENCE LAST YEAR 

378
PEOPLE WERE ASSISTED

VIA COPD SUPPORT
GROUPS

806
HOSPITAL

REFERRALS

 
WE RECEIVED

82%
REDUCTION IN HOSPITAL 

ADMISSIONS BY EDUCATION

COMMUNITY HEALTH DAYS &
GROUP EDUCATION

1,941





      OUR FOCUS 
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FEEDBACK FROM

The nurse was

awesome, she has

talked to us about

asthma in a way that

both me and my child

could understand

Thanks for reaching

out, I have been doing

a lot better

I really enjoyed the

different elements

that included video,

physically having a

go with equipment

and different

speakers. I think

this session was

done really well.

Client about individual
asthma education

Client about individual
asthma education

Nurse about 
NEAT course

The nurse was so

helpful I really

wish we could have

received this kind

of service earlier.

Client about individual
asthma education
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Thank you to the

nurses who visit our

school with the

asthma bus. This

may be the only

opportunity our

students have to

discuss their asthma

with an expert in

confidence.

Green prescription 
representative

Kelston Girls' College
representative

Having an Asthma

Nurse Educator in the

school has been

advantageous to me as

the school nurse.

School nurse at Rotorua
Girl's High School

We are very

grateful for the

ongoing support of

Asthma NZ. It was a very

informative exercise

and helped me

understand the kid’s

asthma and triggers

better.

Client about individual
asthma education

OUR CLIENTS



THE PEOPLE WHO

OUR SPONSORS

OUR FUNDERS
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MAKE IT  POSSIBLE

 
 
David Ellison Charitable Trust
Lakeland Disabilities Support Trust
Louisa & Patrick Emmett Murphy
Foundation
Sir John Logan Campbell 
Residuary Estate
Ted and Mollie Carr Endowment Trust
Winton and Margaret Bear Charitable
Trust
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MONEY IN.
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Asthma NZ are committed to providing our education, training
and support to all New Zealanders impacted by asthma and
COPD free of charge.  
 
At present we are reliant on the funding from external bodies.  It
presents challenges and requires us to validate our impact and
relevance to ensure ongoing funding support.  
 
As an organisation we are constantly reviewing our business
model to ensure it is right for our purpose and mission.  



MONEY OUT.
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As with any business cost control is vital to ensure fiscal
responsibility.  A lot has been done to achieve our goal of 75% of
funds invested into frontline services. We are not there yet and
continue to find ways to improve efficiency and effectiveness. 
 Technology plays a big role in this.  
 
Asthma NZ were in full support of the Nurses pay negotiations
and were proud to ensure our nurses also received well deserved
pay increases. The work this team do is key to the achievement
of our mission. 



Financial Performance



Financial Position
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BOARD AND LIFE MEMBERS
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Committee Members

Mr Robert Muir

 

 

Mr Richard Inder
Mr David Walton
Mr Greg Banks
Mr Greg Halse
Mr Steven Heath
Dr Zahra Champion

President

 

Board of Management

Mrs L Watson 
M P Barnett  
Mr D Bridge 
Mrs J Bridge
Mrs M Taylor (QSM) 
Mrs S Northern
Mr P Ludgate
Mrs P O'Brien 
 
 

Life Members

Mr P Ellis 
Mr B Hight 
Mrs M Hight 
Dr A Liang 
Mr G Hanna
Miss H Bradnam
Mrs L Brown



SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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Staff

Ms Katheren Leitner

Miss Ann Wheat

Chief Executive

Nurse Manager

Auckland Branch 

Mrs Janet Hutchison

Mrs Elaine Murray

Ms Sandhu Narain

Mr Bekitemba Maseko

Mrs Swarna Hemachandra

Mrs Jee Ho Rodriguez

Mrs Anna Puzyrkova

 

 

Wellington Branch

Rotorua Branch

 

Mrs Adrienne Riddell

Ms Anne Couper

 

 

Ms Amanda Vercoe

Ms Thelma Wilson

 

 

 

Asthma Nurse Educator

Asthma Nurse Educator

Asthma Nurse Educator

Asthma Nurse Educator

Fundraising Manager

Account Manager

Health Promotion Manager

 

Asthma Nurse Educator

Office Administrator

 

 

Asthma Nurse Educator

Asthma Nurse Educator

 



 
ASTHMA NEW ZEALAND INC.

581 Mt Eden Road, 

Mt Eden Auckland 1024

0800 227328

www.asthma.org.nz

ASTHMA NZ WELLINGTON REGION

ASTHMA NZ ROTORUA REGION

Lvl 1, Salvation Army Building
125 - 137 Johnsonville Road

Johnsonville, Wellington
Ph: 04 237 4520

Lvl 1, Korowai Aroha
1292 Hinemoa Street

Rotorua
Ph: 07 347 1012

ASTHMA NZ AUCKLAND REGION

581 Mt Eden Road
Mt Eden, Auckland

Ph: 09 623 0236 


